Fatty’s Poker Media Kit: One-Pager

Fantazzle Fantasy Sports Games is proud to announce a new and exciting fantasy poker
game: Fatty's Fantasy Poker Challenge Game brought to you by Fantazzle Fantasy Sports
Games.
The game itself unites two of America's favorite pastimes: Poker and Fantasy Games.
Fantazzle has taken the lineup and scoring basics of all fantasy sports games and applied
them to the contestants in the 2010 World Series of Poker (WSOP) Main Event to create
a free fantasy poker game. In addition to being a unique, one-of-a-kind poker fantasy
game, the fantasy poker challenge game is also completely free for users to play.
The game lets fantasy gamers select a starting lineup from pre-determined groups broken
down into categories such as past WSOP winners, domestic poker pros, online poker pros
and international poker pros. But most importantly for the fantasy gamers will be the
selection of players from Fatty's Poker, a New York poker club.
The Fatty's Poker players are all players who will play in the WSOP Main Even while
earning their fantasy gamers double points for their respective finishes. Because the
Fatty’s players’ finishes are worth double points, fantasy gamers will have the chance to
watch the Fatty's players perform against each other in a new reality-based poker show
that follows all the characters who play at Fatty's.
With this new poker fantasy venture, Fantazzle has begun to create fantasy poker games
that will give poker fans and fantasy gamers the opportunity to watch and enjoy the
World Series of Poker as if they were actually playing themselves!

About Fantazzle:
Fantazzle Fantasy Sports Games is a fantasy sports game company dedicated to fantasy
fans. Fantazzle is the premier site for unique fantasy games played over shorter durations
allowing fantasy gamers the chance to draft new teams every time they play.
Fantazzle's fantasy sports games test fantasy gamers' skills and abilities and only the most
informed and dedicated fantasy fans are guaranteed success. Fantazzle currently offers
season-long, weekly and daily games in fantasy football, fantasy baseball, fantasy
basketball, fantasy racing, fantasy golf as well as a 2010 World Cup fantasy game.
Fantazzle is a US-based corporation chartered in Delaware and a member of the Fantasy
Sports Trade Association. It is a fantasy sports site created for, and by, fantasy sports fans.
Along with its games, Fantazzle has created a community of dedicated fantasy fans who
are all part of helping to shape Fantazzle’s games, community and are an integral part of
Fantazzle’s future.

